In partnership with the National Park Service (NPS) since 1938, Western National Parks Association (WNPA) advances education, interpretation, research, and community engagement to ensure national parks are increasingly valued by all.
Overview

Since our founding in 1938, WNPA has provided more than $126 million in aid to our partner parks, funding educational materials and programs, interpretive initiatives, park research projects, and community engagement programs for NPS. In fiscal year 2021 (FY21), we provided more than $6.5 million in direct and indirect aid to parks. WNPA staff in park stores provides not only retail assistance to visitors but also interpretive services and park information alongside, and sometimes in place of, NPS park staff.

In FY21, during the COVID-19 pandemic, WNPA revamped strategies and systems and created new opportunities for sharing park information and stories. From centralized purchasing to the launch of a new organizational website, WNPA adapted and evolved through the pandemic to better serve the park visitor. Read on for details of some of our FY21 accomplishments that support the visitor experience, research, and community engagement.
Interpretation: Improving Retail Systems and Interpretive Products

In FY21, WNPA streamlined retail purchasing strategies and systems, converting to centralized buying for more than 70 park stores. WNPA’s purchasing and product development teams, in collaboration with retail leadership, is using Retail Pro, a powerful point-of-sale and retail management system, to streamline product purchasing and inventory management. This system, and the data it generates, ensures that park stores have the right inventory at the right time, so every visitor can commemorate their park visit. When many stores faced challenges caused by supply chain issues, WNPA was able to avoid problems via these system improvements.

Centralized purchasing reduced ordering times from eight hours to two hours per park, and teams could ensure that product availability matched visitor demand. In addition to streamlining our internal processes, purchasing teams focused on vendor relationships, negotiating minimum order requirements that improved inventory management. These efforts have strengthened WNPA by reinforcing data-driven decision making, increasing flexibility and stability, and improving our ability to meet ever-changing visitor needs by deepening visitor knowledge of natural, cultural, and historical resources in parks through interpretive products.
Grant from National Park Foundation Helps Fund New Website for WNPA

WNPA was awarded a Capacity Building Grant from the National Park Foundation through the Strong Parks, Strong Communities program, a collective effort to grow national park philanthropy that provides specific aid to park partners like WNPA to build capacity to better serve partner parks, visitors, and surrounding communities. Such funding supports resources, research, and activities to help parks tell their own stories and to aid management, preservation, and interpretation of parks.

With these funds, WNPA created a website that
• Communicates WNPA’s mission and how it is fulfilled.
• Delivers accessible interpretive and educational programming.
• Builds awareness and fosters support of national parks and the mission of NPS.

The resulting website highlights more than 70 partner parks, each with its own page featuring a brief description, directions to the park, social media links, contact information, a photo gallery, video and stories from the park, and a link to its National Park Service website. Visitors on wnpa.org can also view all our partner parks on an interactive map, where they can search for their perfect park by state, interest, or activity.

By featuring our partner parks’ stories, we help them share their history, culture, and plans for the future with a broad audience in their own voices.
The park stories section of the WNPA website offers a searchable archive of stories from the parks, covering a range of subjects from community conservation efforts to historical research.

Research is a WNPA mission pillar, and from FY17 to FY20 we funded more than $231,600 in research grants for projects in our partner parks. In FY21, during the COVID-19 pandemic, WNPA paused the distribution of research grants. The new website includes an online directory of past research projects conducted in WNPA partner parks, providing an important tool not only for researchers looking for information on past projects but also for visitors interested in learning about the discoveries and importance of research in parks.

The directory (found at www.wnpa.org/research) can be searched by keyword or filtered by park, state, and year; projects can also be accessed by browsing the titles and colorful photos on the landing page. Research projects are linked to the final PDF reports, and some projects have a story accompanying the report. This directory calls attention to the parks, the partnership between WNPA and NPS, and the importance of research in parks.

Saguar National Park is particularly biologically diverse and has a rich scientific legacy that we feel responsible for continuing. A lot of people who started the studies that I’m working on passed away many years ago. Like them, I hope that I become a conduit for young people to continue these studies long after I’m gone.

— Don Swann, wildlife biologist at Saguaro National Park
Benthic Habitats

Benthic habitats are the floor of the sea, including rocks and other sediments. Benthic habitats around the islands and in the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary sustain as many as five thousand species of invertebrates (creatures without a spine), including anemones, sea slugs, jellyfish, snails, tunicates, barnacles, clams, mussels, abalone, nudibranchs, sea cucumbers, sea urchins, sea stars, crabs, prawns, spiny lobsters, and corals. Sea floors of sand, mud, or gravel typically host flat-bottomed animals such as sand dollars, scallops, sand dabs, sole, and bottom-dwelling sharks. Beds of eelgrass form in muddy or sandy inshore areas, while kelp forests dominate rocky areas down to about one hundred feet below the surface.

Above and right: The spiny lobster is just one example of the many invertebrates living in a benthic habitat. Brett Seymour

Above: Norris' top shell snails eat giant kelp. Brett Seymour

Right: Giant kelp. Brett Seymour

Without sea otters eating them and controlling their population, sea urchins like this would destroy kelp forests. NPS/Kenan Chan

Education: Inspiring the Next Generation of Park Advocates

WNPA Takes the Gold with Channel Islands General Interpretive Publication

A WNPA-published book, *Channel Islands National Park* (2nd ed), received the Gold Award for Guide/Travel Book at the PubWest Book Design Awards, which recognizes superior design and outstanding production quality of books. The award was announced during PubWest’s annual conference in February. Designed by Theresa Reindl Bingham and produced by WNPA, the book features stunning photographs and illustrations from several photographers and artists, including National Park Service staff and renowned photographer George H. H. Huey. This book continues WNPA’s nearly 84-year-old legacy of publishing beautiful, educational books about national parks, American Indian culture and crafts, plant life, wildlife, weather, geology, and history. Learn more about WNPA’s publishing program at wnpa.org/publishing, or take a peek inside the book by visiting WNPA’s online store at store.wnpa.org.

Cover and selection of interior pages from the award-winning second edition of *Channel Islands National Park* by Susan Lamb.
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Community Engagement: Making Public Lands Welcoming for Everyone

Connecting Youth to National Parks in the Digital Age

For more than two decades, WNPA’s partner—the Udall Foundation’s Parks in Focus® program—has been putting cameras in the hands of Tucson youth and leading them on fun and educational outings to explore and photograph some of Arizona’s most incredible national parks and public lands. However, like most schools and youth-serving organizations around the country, Parks in Focus had to consider new ways to achieve its mission in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Parks in Focus used online platforms to host virtual programming, including interactive lessons from the Parks in Focus curriculum, as well as simple photography activities that participants could do at home, either on their own or with their families. More important, these virtual activities provided a vital space where students could connect and share their photos and stories with each other. To enhance their virtual programming, Parks in Focus has also been producing short videos to help reinforce learned concepts and curating educational care packages to mail to participants in advance of virtual activities.
Since our founding in 1938, WNPA has provided more than $126 million in aid to our partner parks to fund NPS education, interpretation, research, and community engagement.
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